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The collaboration between the University of Almería and Endesa will consist on searching for an industrial project that drives job creation around the Litoral Power 

Plant environment once the plant is closed. To this end, a team from the University of Almería will carry out the technical, economic and legal analysis service to 

develop the International Futur-e Projects Competition.

This initiative is part of the Futur-e Plan for the Litoral Power Plant, a program launched by Endesa to seek, among other things, new uses for the land as part of its 

commitment to carry out a just energy transition to a decarbonized economy.

The Futur-e Plan presented by Endesa on its own initiative aims to mitigate the effects of the power plant closure and includes, among other actions, the 

development of renewable megawatts (MW) in the area, with an estimated investment of hundreds of millions of euros, training in renewables to improve employability, 

and organizing the competition to search for future projects for the facilities.

The initiative is a response to Endesa's commitment to mitigate the consequences of Europe's energy transition, with the aim of achieving the decarbonization of the 

economy with sustainable social, economic and environmental criteria. It is about creating shared value among all the local actors, as an example of a circular 

economy, and to achieve just transition processes towards new business models.

In this sense, Endesa is in contact with the main actors involved in Almería, as well as with local, regional and national administrations, to coordinate the whole 

process and mitigate the social and economic impact of the plant closure in the area resulting from the cessation of activity. Endesa is also promoting an 

international competition for the presentation of new industrial projects that can be located on the plant site, and which will boost employment in the surrounding area.

These industrial restructuring projects in the municipalities affected by the closure of power plants may benefit from additional aid and incentives to those usually 

available at the local, regional and European level.

The following report sets out the different assistance and plans currently offered by the state and regional government, through the different Ministries and 

Departments, as well as the plans that exist at the European level. It also provides a glossary of institutions at the local level that can be accessed for advice and 

information.

Context

1. Introduction
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European Level

Local LevelAutonomous Community Level

National Level

Institutional scope

1. Introduction
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The various assistance measures set a number of requirements, both for those applying and for the projects to be carried out at the Litoral (Carboneras) site, all of
which must be taken into account in order to access them; this includes a number of concepts established in Article 2 of European Commission Regulation (EU) No
651/2014 of 17 June. It is advised that these are consulted in advance:

• Micro-enterprise: A company that employs less than 10 people and whose annual turnover or annual balance sheet does not exceed 2 million euros; “Small
enterprise” means a company employing less than 50 people whose annual turnover or annual balance sheet does not exceed 10 million euros; a 'Medium-sized
enterprise' means a company employing less than 250 people, whose annual turnover does not exceed 50 million euros, or whose annual balance sheet does not
exceed 43 million euros.

• Large enterprises: Companies not covered by the definition of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises.

• Company in crisis: A company in which at least one of the following circumstances is present:

a) In the case of a limited liability company (as distinct from an SME that is less than three years old), where more than half of its subscribed share capital has
disappeared as a result of the accumulated losses.

b) In the case of a company in which at least some partners have unlimited responsibility for the company's debt (other than an SME that is less than three years
old), when more than half of their own funds listed in their accounts has disappeared because of the accumulated losses.

c) When the business has entered bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings, or meets the criteria laid down in the national law to be subject to bankruptcy or
insolvency proceedings at the request of its creditors.

d) When the company has received rescue aid and has not yet repaid the loan or terminated the guarantee, or has received restructuring aid and is still subject to
a restructuring plan.

e) In the case of a business other than an SME, when during the previous two years, the company's debt-to-capital ratio has been greater than 7.5, and the
company's interest coverage ratio, calculated on the basis of EBITDA, is below 1.0.

• Entrepreneur: Natural or legal persons are considered entrepreneurs, who, at the date of application, are carrying out the formalities for conducting economic
activity as a self-employed worker, in joint ownership, as a cooperative, as a workforce-owned company, or through any formula admitted in law.

Definitions I

2. Prior Concepts
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• Aid intensity: The gross amount of aid expressed as a percentage of the eligible costs of the project, before any tax deduction or other charges.

• Aid intensity in gross subsidy equivalent (ESB): The aid amount if provided in the form of a subsidy to the beneficiary, before any tax deduction or other charges.

• Date of granting the aid: The date on which the beneficiary is granted the legal right to receive the aid under the applicable legal regime.

• Regional Aid Map: The areas approved by the European Commission as regions eligible for regional investment aid and the maximum amounts established for
enterprises in the eligible regions. The map is in effect from 1 July 2014 to 31 December 2020.

• Regional investment aid: Regional aid granted for an initial investment or an initial investment in favour of a new economic activity.

• Job creation: The net increase in the number of workers in the establishment in question compared to the average for the previous twelve months after deducting
the posts removed in that period from the apparent number of jobs created.

• Number of workers: The number of units of work/year (UTA), i.e. the number of people employed full-time in one year; part-time workers and seasonal workers are
counted as fractions of the UTA.

• Large investment project: Initial investment with eligible costs exceeding fifty million euros, calculated at the prices and exchange rates in force on the date the aid
is granted.

• Single investment project: All the initial investment started by the same beneficiary, at the group level, over a period of three years starting from the date the
works begin on another investment receiving support in the same NUTS 3 region.

• Start of work: The start of the construction work included in the investment, or the first firm commitment for ordering equipment, or another commitment that
makes the investment irreversible, if this date is earlier; the purchase of land and preparatory work, such as obtaining permits and conducting prior feasibility
studies, are not considered the start of work; in the case of conveyances, the 'start of work' is the time when assets directly linked to the acquired establishment are
acquired.

Definitions II

2. Prior Concepts
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• Eligible cost: Tangible and intangible assets related to an initial investment.

• Intangible assets: Assets that do not have physical or financial materialization, such as patents, licenses, know-how, or other intellectual property rights.

• Tangible assets: Assets consisting of land, buildings and facilities, machinery and equipment.

• Initial investment: Investment in tangible and intangible assets related to the creation of a new establishment, the expansion of the capacity of an existing
establishment, the diversification of the production of an establishment into products that did not previously occur in the establishment, or a fundamental
transformation in the overall production process of an existing establishment.

• Initial investment in favour of new economic activity: Investment in tangible and intangible assets related to creating a new establishment or diversifying the
activity of an establishment, provided that the new activity is not the same or similar to that previously carried out in the establishment, or acquisition of assets
belonging to an establishment that has closed, or would have done so had it not been acquired, and is acquired by an investor unrelated to the vendor, provided
that the new activity to be carried out using the acquired assets is not the same or similar to that carried out at the establishment prior to the acquisition.

• The same activity or similar activity: This will be an activity that is in the same category as set out in the statistical classification of economic activities (NACE
Rev.2).

• Commercialization of agricultural products: The possession or display with a view to the sale, the offering for sale, the delivery, or any other form of marketing,
with the exception of the first sale by a primary, intermediate or processing producer, and any activity involved in preparing a product for that first sale.

• Period of validity: The period established to carry out the project or activity, or to adopt the behaviour that is the object of the subsidy.

• Justification period: The period for showing compliance with the conditions established in the competition rules, in the call and in the grant resolution.

• Innovative Enterprise: Any company that can demonstrate, through an assessment carried out by an external expert, that it will develop new or substantially
improved products, services or processes for the foreseeable future, compared to the prior state of the art in that sector, and which carries an implicit risk of
technological or industrial failure, or companies whose research and development costs represent a minimum of 10% of its total operating costs for at least one of
the three years prior to granting the aid, or in the case of a new company with no financial history, according to the audit of the current fiscal year, in accordance
with the certification of an external auditor.

Definitions III

2. Prior Concepts
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Below are a series of Institutions that are related to different fields (employment, entrepreneurship, marketing, etc.) that may be of interest for
advice and sharing. In it, we provide the name of the organization, its location, contact details and a brief overview of the work lines and objectives.
Likewise, we have made a list of public bodies such as Ministries, Departments, and the European Commission, to which one can refer to contrast
what aid ratio or incentive schemes they make available to the interested party.

❑ European

• European Commission (https://ec.europa.eu/info/about-european-commission/contact_en)

(Contact: Rue de la Loi / Wetstraat 170 B-1049 Bruxelles/Brussel Belgique/Bélgica. Telf: +32 2 299 11 11 )

The European Commission is the politically independent executive body of the EU. The Commission is the only body responsible for drawing up proposals for new
European legislation and implementing the decisions of the European Parliament and the EU Council. The Commission is the only European institution to submit
legislation, for approval by the Parliament and the Council. What does the Commission do?

- 1. The Commission is the only European institution to present legislation, so that the Parliament and the Council adopt new laws: laws that protect the interests of the EU
and its citizens in aspects that cannot be effectively regulated at the national level; laws that are correct in their technical details thanks to consultations with experts and
citizens.

2. Managing European policies and allocating EU funds: It sets EU spending priorities in conjunction with the Council and the Parliament; it draws up the annual budgets
for approval by the Parliament and the Council.

3. It monitors how money is spent under the scrutiny of the European Court of Auditors.

4. It ensures compliance with EU legislation: together with the Court of Justice, the Commission ensures that EU legislation is properly implemented in all Member States.

5. It represents the EU on the international stage: speaking to international bodies on behalf of all EU countries, especially regarding trade policy and humanitarian aid
issues; it negotiates international agreements on behalf of the EU.

Institutions I

3. Glossary of Institutions
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Institutions II

3. Glossary of Institutions

❑ Governmental

Ministry for Ecological Transition and Demographic Challenge (https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/)

• Institute for the Restructuring of Coal Mining and Alternative Development of the Mining Regions (IRMC)

(https://www.irmc.es/)

• Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tourism (https://www.mincotur.gob.es)

• National Innovation Enterprise (https://www.enisa.es/)

• Ministry of Finance (https://www.hacienda.gob.es)

• Ministry of Science and Innovation (https://www.ciencia.gob.es/portal/site/MICINN/)

• Ministry of Territorial Policy and Public Service (https://www.mptfp.gob.es/)

https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/
https://www.irmc.es/
https://www.mincotur.gob.es/
https://www.enisa.es/
https://www.hacienda.gob.es/
https://www.ciencia.gob.es/portal/site/MICINN/
https://www.mptfp.gob.es/
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❑ Autonomous

• Andalusia Start– CADE Almería (https://www.andaluciaemprende.es/CADE/cade-almeria-puerto/)

(PIF Muelle de Poniente s/n 1 Planta, 04002 Almería ; Contact: 950 18 62 70) (C/ General Tamayo 23, 1ª planta - 04001 ALMERÍA ; Contact: 600 157 355)

Work lines and objectives: To study ideas and to create a feasibility plan, to assist in the search for public and private funding and to request incentives to start
business activity; to mentor projects with personalized advice and follow-up throughout the creation, development and business consolidation process with a
specialized consulting service; to offer business training customized to the knowledge and needs of the entrepreneur for optimal business management; to
provide completely free business accommodation to assist in the project’s initial phase or in the development and consolidation process; to help build contacts
with other companies and agencies; to exchange knowledge and experience, and to establish possible avenues of cooperation.

• Idea Agency (https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/transformacioneconomicaindustriaconocimientoyuniversidades/idea.html)

(Av. de Pablo Iglesias, 24, 04003 Almería ; Contact: 950 006 800)

Work lines and objectives: To contribute to the economic and social development of Andalusia, offering services to Andalusian businesses,
entrepreneurs, and the Junta de Andalucía (The Andalusian Regional Government) itself, promoting entrepreneurship, innovation and cooperation in
the science-technology-enterprise system. The IDEA Agency rests on a series of basic pillars, such as its objectives and its basic principles, its
organization chart, and its functions and processes developed by all the groups it comprises. Its challenge is to deploy its vision, that of a model
development agency, as an instrument of the Andalusian regional government through the Ministry of Economics, Knowledge, Business and Universities,
guided by criteria of excellence, adaptable to change, flexible, innovative, composed of people who are qualified and committed to its objectives,
perceived by its clients as an excellent enterprise that is intimately linked to Andalusia.

• CITIC (Andalusian Centre for Innovation, and Information and Communications Technology) (https://www.citic.es/es/)

(Edificio CITIC, Calle Pierre Laffitte, 6, 8, 29590 Málaga ; Contact: 952 02 86 10)

Work lines and objectives: Its functions center on Research, Development, and Innovation (R&D&i) in the ICT sector, developing projects that meet the
technological needs posed by the business or social fabric. It contributes to the expansion and soundness of companies, improving their competitiveness and
productivity as well as contributing to their social progress, together with ICT consultancy for administrations and businesses.

Institutions III

3. Glossary of Institutions

https://www.andaluciaemprende.es/CADE/cade-almeria-puerto/
https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/transformacioneconomicaindustriaconocimientoyuniversidades/idea.html
https://www.citic.es/es/
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• Andalusian Technology Corporation (CTA) (https://www.corporaciontecnologica.com/es/)

(Calle Albert Einstein, s/n. Edificio Insur, 4ª pta., Isla de la Cartuja, 41092 Sevilla ; Contact: 954 461 352)

Work lines and objectives: The evaluation of initiatives based on innovative technology, support for the Internationalization of the R&D&i, support with Public 

Procurement of Innovation processes, strategic advice in R&D&i, and studies and reports on Innovation and Technological Surveillance.

• EXTENDA (Andalusian Agency for Foreign Promotion) (https://www.extenda.es/)

(Calle Marie Curie, 5, 41092 Sevilla ; Contact: 954 280 227)

Work lines and objectives: programs and services that aim to increase the number of Andalusian businesses in the process of internationalization, improving the
international positioning of Andalusian businesses that are already active in that process, and increasing Andalusian investment abroad. All Extenda services and
programs are grouped into five main areas: Information, Consulting, Promotion, Training and Brexit.

• Andalusia Open Future (El Cable) (https://andalucia.openfuture.org/reto/el-cable/)

(Calle Magistral Domínguez, 23, 04003 Almería)

Work lines and objectives: this is one of the open innovation network hubs of the Andalusia Open Future project, located in Almería, to support innovation-based
entrepreneurship. Here, entrepreneurship and businesses are brought together with ideas and projects in an environment that defines and identifies them as a single
identity. It provides learning support in how to make one’s project more global and competitive as well as developing stronger and more attractive solutions for
investors and clients. It gives direct access to the tools and environment needed to grow, access to experts in start-up maturation and acceleration programs, dynamizers
specialized in organizing events and managing activities; hosts who will receive and help with the installation, and a network of volunteers made up of the center's own
members - who participate through a time bank that measures their dedication.

• Ministry of Economic Transformation, Industry, Knowledge and Universities

(https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/transformacioneconomicaindustriaconocimientoyuniversidades.html)

• Employment, Training and Self-Employment Department

(https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/empleoformacionytrabajoautonomo.html)

• Treasury and European Finance Department

(https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/haciendayfinanciacioneuropea.html)

Institutions IV

3. Glossary of Institutions

https://www.corporaciontecnologica.com/es/
https://www.extenda.es/
https://andalucia.openfuture.org/reto/el-cable/
https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/transformacioneconomicaindustriaconocimientoyuniversidades.html
https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/empleoformacionytrabajoautonomo.html
https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/haciendayfinanciacioneuropea.html
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❑ Locals

• Almeria Provincial Council (https://www.dipalme.org/)

(Calle Navarro Rodrigo, 17, 04001 Almería ;  Contact: 950 21 11 00)

Work lines and objectives: Coordination of municipal services between municipalities to guarantee comprehensive and adequate provision, as well as legal,
economic and technical assistance and cooperation, especially to those municipalities with less economic and management capacity. In municipalities of less than
1,000 inhabitants, it will guarantee: the provision of secretarial and intervention services; the provision of supramunicipal public services and, where
appropriate, supradistrict public services; the promotion or (where appropriate) coordination of the unified provision of municipal services in their respective
geographical area; cooperation in promoting economic and social development and in provincial planning, in accordance with the competencies of the other
Public Administrations in this area; assistance in providing tax collection management services over a voluntary or an enforced period; services to support the
financial management of municipalities with a population of less than 20,000; provision of e-administration services and centralized procurement in
municipalities with populations under 20,000, and monitoring the actual costs of services provided by the provincial municipalities.

• Almeria Chamber of Commerce (https://camaradealmeria.com/)

(Av. de Cabo de Gata, 29, 04007 Almería ;  Contact: 950 18 17 00)

Work lines and objectives: to represent, promote and defend the general interests of trade, industry and services in the province; to act as an advisory and 
collaborative body with public administrations; to offer information, training and advice services to companies within their demarcation; to boost the 
province’s economic development and, especially, to promote its exports.

• AJE Almería (https://www.ajeandalucia.org/almeria/)

(Paseo de Almería, 59, 04001 Almería ; Contact: 664 42 15 89)

Work lines and objectives: to represent and defend the interests of young Andalusian entrepreneurs, taking into account their needs regarding training, 
guidance and information, to attend to the initiatives of young people who have ideas and great enthusiasm to implement their projects and launch companies, 
to respond to their projects; to solve problems and overcome difficulties that they would not be able to solve alone, and to inform and advise them.

Institutions V

3. Glossary of Institutions

https://www.dipalme.org/
https://camaradealmeria.com/
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• Almería  City Council (https://www.almeriaciudad.es/)

(Plaza de la Constitución, s/n, 04003, Almería ; Contact: 950 210 000 | 677 587 734)

• Universidad de Almería (https://www.ual.es/)

(Carretera Sacramento, Calle San Urbano, s/n, 04120 La Cañada, Almería ; Contact: 950 21 40 00)

The University of Almeria undertakes the crucial promotion of science, culture, technology, the arts and the development of new knowledge; preparing students
to carry out professional activities that require the application of scientific knowledge and methods, and artistic creativity; promoting the equality and social
advancement of those in the university community and in society as a whole; contributing to improving the education system at all levels; scientific and
technical support for cultural, social and economic development; promoting and developing university outreach activities; comprehensive student training;
promoting the practice of sports in a compatible way and as part of it; promoting all actions aimed at overcoming obstacles that prevent the effective exercise of
citizens’ rights and freedoms, as recognized in the Constitution; creating and encouraging critical awareness; respecting ideas, promoting social and individual
values, values of freedom, and of how one could cooperate to make members of the university community free, responsible citizens using their own judgement;
disseminating, assessing and transferring knowledge at the service of culture, quality of life and economic development; commitment to the public higher
education system and maintaining public employment.

• Almeria Scientific-Technological Park (PITA) (https://pitalmeria.es/)

(Av. de la Innovación, 15, 04160 Almería ; Contact: 950 17 21 64)

Tasked with maintaining formal and operational relationships with universities, research centers and other higher education institutions; encouraging the
training and growth of knowledge-based enterprises, and other high-value-added organizations belonging to the tertiary sector, usually resident in the Park
itself; implementing a stable management body that drives technology transfer and encourages innovation among the Park's enterprises and user
organizations.

Institutions VI

3. Glossary of Institutions

https://www.ual.es/
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Below, listed in some detail (as of the date of editing), are the existing aid and/or plans that may be of interest to the Litoral
Power Plant of Almería project with the aim of assisting potential investors and entrepreneurs in the area.

The different calls, aid and plans shown, both in terms of investment and financing, are broken down to the European, state,
regional and local level, indicating the objective, requirements and recipients, etc. of each in concise detail, and always giving
an information point for further enquiries.

At the state level, aid and plans are channeled through the different Spanish Government Ministries. Likewise, at the autonomic 
region level, this is done through the different departments of the Andalusian Regional Government. At the European level, the 
aid offered by the European Commission is part of the next multi-annual financial period from 2021 to 2027, and its budget will 
be implemented and managed through multiple programs, managed by the different Directorate-Generals of the European 
Commission. At the local level, the aid offered by Almería Provincial Council and the University of Almería is shown, and in the 
absence of aid from other local bodies, there is the possibility of periodic consultation through the glossary of local institutions, 
which are closely linked to the provincial business sector

Preamble

4. Aids
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❑ MULTI-ANNUAL FINANCIAL FRAMEWORK (MFP) 2021-2027

On 27 May 2020, the European Commission (EC) presented its Plan to relaunch the European Union (EU) economy following the coronavirus pandemic, through
a recovery fund of 750 billion euros financed by the issuance of common debt. This fund is integrated into the Multi-annual Financial Framework 2021-
2027, which had already been presented in the European Parliament at 1.1 trillion euros, making the total budget now 1.85 trillion euros.

Of the 750 billion euros in the Recovery Plan, 500 billion (390 billion after the cut approved on 21 July 2020), 100 billion will be non-recoverable subsidies and
the remaining 250 billion (360 billion after the 21 July 2020 agreement) will be in the form of loan financing.

Spain would be the second largest beneficiary in this regard, with a total of 140 billion euros, behind only Italy. Spain could receive 72.7 billion in direct aid and
67.3 billion in loan financing, according to the EC estimate.

The plan has been named Next Generation EU and rests on three pillars:

• Helping Member States recover:

Divided into a Recovery and Resilience Facility (672.5 billion euros according to the agreement of 21 July); and an add-on called React-EU (55 billion
euros).

• Relaunching the economy and supporting private investment:

The Facility consists of two funds: a Solvency Support Instrument (10 billion euros) for businesses in the regions most affected by Covid-19, and a new
Strategic Investment Fund (15 billion euros). In addition, this pillar integrates the update of the

• InvestEU Program.

The InvestEU program is an instrument that provides a guarantee from the European Union with a view to mobilizing public and private financing in the
form of loans, guarantees, capital or other market-based instruments, for strategic investments in support of research and development, through a
specific investment mechanism.

• Learning from the experience of the crisis:

A third pillar focuses on lessons learned from the crisis; this includes, among others things, a new health program (EU4Health), which will have a
budget of 9.4 billion, and reinforcing the Horizon Europe program (94.4 billion euros).

Multi-annual Financial Framework

4. Aids
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❑ The Just Transition Fund for the period 2021-2027
On 6 July 2020, the European Union Committee on Regional Development approved the establishment of a Just Transition Fund (JTF).

Following the agreement reached by the Heads of Government of the European Union on 21 July 2020, the Just Transition Fund has been endowed with 10 billion euros (a

significant reduction from the 30 billion initially proposed).

In Spain, the provinces affected by the closure of coal-fired power plants (A Coruña, Asturias, León, Palencia, Teruel, Almería, Córdoba and Cádiz) will account for

approximately 4 – 4.5% of the fund’s total budget, i.e. about 400-450 million euros.

EU countries will have to contribute to every euro received from this fund, corresponding to the percentage financed from the Euopean Union budget (10 billion euros),

between 1.5 and 3 euros coming from their European Regional Development Fund (FEDER/ERDF)resources and from the European Social Fund Plus (FSE+). This expenditure

from the EU budget will be complemented by national co-financing, as established by the Cohesion Fund policy rules. Thus, the overall funding capacity of the Just Transition

Fund exceeds 89 billion euros and could reach 107 billion euros.

The Fund will support the economic diversification and restructuring of the affected regions. This involves supporting productive investments in small and medium-sized

enterprises, the creation of new enterprises, research and innovation, environmental recovery, clean energy, training and retraining of workers, job search assistance and

active inclusion programs for job seekers, as well as the transformation of existing high-carbon facilities, where these investments lead to significant emissions cuts and

employment protection.

➢ The European Union Just Transition Fund aims to support the most vulnerable communities in each region during the energy transition process.

➢ The fund endowment amounts to 40 billion euros, which for Spain (Galicia, León, Palencia, A Coruña, Asturias, Teruel, Cádiz, Almería and Córdoba) corresponds to 1,806

billion euros.

➢ The investment areas will include energy and transport infrastructure, district heating networks, public transport, energy efficiency measures and social infrastructures, as

well as other projects that can directly benefit communities in the affected regions and reduce the socio-economic costs of the transition to a climate-neutral Europe by

2050.

➢ The activities supported by the fund would also include: micro-enterprises, sustainable tourism, social infrastructure, universities and public research institutions, energy

storage technologies, low-emission district heating, smart and sustainable mobility, digital innovation, including digital and precision agriculture, energy poverty reduction

projects, as well as culture, education, and community building.

The Just Transition Fund I
4. Aids
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• OBJECTIVES: To contribute to the repair of economic and social damage caused by the coronavirus pandemic; to initiate European recovery and
to preserve and create jobs.

• PERIOD: 2021 - 2027

• RECIPIENTS: Member States of the European Union.

• SECTORS: Any activity sector.

• ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: Projects will be financed that are aimed at supporting Member States in their recovery, relaunching the economy and
supporting private investment, and learning lessons from the crisis. Investment areas will include energy and transport infrastructure, district
heating networks, public transport, energy efficiency measures and social infrastructure, as well as other projects that can directly benefit
communities in the affected regions and reduce the socio-economic costs of the transition to a climate-neutral Europe by 2050.

• REQUIREMENTS: To be determined by future calls.

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: To be determined by future calls.

• BUDGET: The fund’s endowment is 40 billion euros, which for Spain (Galicia, León, Palencia, A Coruña, Asturias, Teruel, Cádiz, Almería and
Córdoba) corresponds to 1.806 billion euros.

MORE INFORMATION: https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal/actions-being-taken-eu/just-transition-
mechanism/justtransition-funding-sources_es

❑ The Just Transition Fund for the period 2021-2027

The Just Transition Fund II

4. Aids

https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal/actions-being-taken-eu/just-transition-mechanism/just-transition-funding-sources_es
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Just Transition Strategic Plan I

ITEM OBJECTIVE

Reduction in Spanish Gas Emissions 20%-21%

EU Emissions Reduction 50%-55%

Renewable Energy Consumption 42%

Power Generation (Renewable) 74%

Improving Energy Efficiency 39,60%

Budget (2020-2030) (Millions) 230.000

Reducing Spain's energy dependence 15%

GDP Growth (Millions) 19.300 to 25.100

Trade Balance Savings (Millions) 75.000

Job Creation (Positions) 250.000 – 350.000

Reduction in premature deaths from air pollution 25%

Access LINK

4. Aids

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwif_dCcyfzsAhWyolwKHYh7Bm4QFjABegQIAhAC&url=https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/prensa/etj-castellano-interactivo_tcm30-505654.pdf&usg=AOvVaw2ps70Wx0oIuBmP-SyT8Pqw
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❑ JUST TRANSITION STRATEGIC PLAN

The Just Transition is the action framework proposed by the International Labour Organization and the United Nations Convention on
Climate Change, to maximize the benefits in activity and employment and to minimize the negative impacts of ecological transition and
decarbonization.

On 24 October 2018, the Agreement for the Just Transition and Sustainable Development of the Mining Regions was
signed between the Spanish Government and the coal-mining sector. This agreement contains a number of measures and
allocates 250 million euros, spread over the period 2019 to 2023, to support business and development initiatives in the
mining regions concerned. This aid shall be supplemented by a specific shock plan for the affected areas including a plan to
restore the mines, a renewable energy development and energy efficiency plan, and the possibility for local or regional
administrations to sign the Just Transition Agreements along with the Government, which will mobilize funds to create and
secure jobs, and promote tax incentives, among other measures. Its ultimate objective is the economic revival and alternative
development of mining regions to ensure their structural transformation, economic recovery, and social welfare (Ministry for
Ecological Transition, 2019).

Just Transition Strategic Plan II

4. Aids
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❑ JUST TRANSITION STRATEGIC PLAN

• Objectives

• To facilitate the use of employment opportunities, and to improve competitiveness and social cohesion generated by the
economy’s ecological transition.

• To ensure equal access to these opportunities in terms of gender, vulnerable groups, and rural communities.

• To provide an observational capacity on the labour market situation and trends with respect to ecological transition.

• To promote sectoral participation forums.

• To carry out sectoral plans in the main economic sectors, analyzing the challenges, opportunities and threats as well as
designing the necessary measures to transform them.

• To evaluate and improve the current instruments of the General State Administration (AGE) for supporting business (support
for R&D&i, financing, loans, assurances, guarantees, training, etc.).

• To propose appropriate support policies (industrial, R&D&i, promoting economic, employment and vocational training
activities, etc.) for the coordinated work of the AGE, the autonomous regions, local organizations, and social agents.

• To minimize negative impacts on vulnerable areas through the Just Transition Agreements and to provide technical and
financial support for their implementation, such as the Urgent Action Plan for coal mining regions and areas around the power
plants being closed down.

Just Transition Strategic Plan III

4. Aids
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❑ EMPLEAVERDE PROGRAM 

The Empleaverde Program of the Ministry for Ecological Transition and Demographic Challenge is the lead of the Biodiversity Foundation for the promotion
and improvement of the employment, the entrepreneurship and environment. It is funded by the European Social Fund (FSE). on the framework of the 
Operational Program Employment, Training and Education 2014-2020. Through the Empleaverde Program, the Biodiversidad Foundation acts as a link between 
the employment policy and the environmental policy with a double purpose:

• Environment and sustainability as the basis for better employs and more competitive companies.

• Employees and companies as key actors in the improvement of the environment. 

The Europe Strategy 2020 of the European Union (EU) for the growth and employ recognizes the importance of the transition to a greener and more efficient 
economy on the use of the resources to achieve an intelligent, sustainable and integer growth. For this purpose, the FSE will contribute to implement this strategy 
by creating mor and better employs and a more inclusive society.

Taking advantage of the real growth opportunities offered by the economic sectors related to the environment, the Empleaverde Program aims at creating jobs, 
improving the employability and supporting the creation of companies in the green and blue economy, focusing on the low carbon economy, the circular 
economy, and the Red Natura 2000.

The Biodiverisdad Foundation develops its activity as a manager organ of the FSE by means of the publication of calls for financing programs as well as by means 
of own projects as the Red Empleaverde.

The projects covers to topics:

• Green economy, which contributes to emerge new models of sustainable production and consumption, generating at the same time social and 
environmental benefits at the region, and promoting the creation of new jobs.

• Blue economy, a concept related to an economy based on the sustainable develop of oceans. In contributes to the international competitiveness, the 
efficient use of resources, the creation of jobs, and the birth of new sources of growth while protecting the biodiversity. 

More information: https://www.empleaverde.es/programa-empleaverde

Just Transition Strategic Plan IV

4. Aids
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❑ PROGRAM EMPLEAVERDE

4. Aids

Just Transition Strategic Plan V

MEJORA AID EMPLEA AID IMPULSA/CONECTA AID

OBJECTIVE

Projects for training and support on green

economy and blue economy

Support to the hire of unemployed at the green

economy and blue economy

Boost the just ecological and just transition

through the employment and entrepreneurship

green and blue

PERIOD
Until December 15, 2020 at 2:00 pm. Until September 2021 Waiting new call

RECIPIENTS

Public or private juridical person Profit or non-profit private entities Unemployed,

entrepreneur or workers

SECTORS
According to the call Sustainable business or management of an

environmental improvement at the entity

Waiting new call

REQUIREMENTS

- Projects between 100.000 and 300.000 €.

- Public or private juridical profit or non-profit

person, with headquarters in Spain.

- Projects for traineeship and support focused

at employed or self-employed related to the

green economy or blue economy

- Contracts to unemployed

- Jobs contracts: permanent or temporary jobs,

complete time.

- Jobs on entities linked to the green or blue

economy or contributing to a sustainable

business line or management of an

environmental improvement of the entity

- 6 months minimum of contract.

Waiting new call

ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS
According to the call According to the call Waiting new call

BUDGET (€)
Until 5,7 million Two million 9,5 million on the last call

MORE INFORMATION Link Link Link

https://convocatoria.empleaverde.es/
http://contratacion.empleaverde.es/
https://convocatoria2019.empleaverde.es/
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❑ JOB POOL OF THE INSTITUTE OF JUST TRANSITION

JOB POOL Coal-fired Power Plants:

One of the objectives of the Agreement for the Just Energetic Transition of the Thermal Power Plants Under Closure: The

Employment, the Industry and Territories, is to facilitate the labor reintegration of workers affected by the closure of coal-fired power

plants.

With this end in view, it has been constituted this registry in which can be subscribed employees of companies in charge of the plants, as

well as their auxiliar companies.

Its purpose is to facilitate the labor reintegration of all of them by means of job opportunities arising in both dismantlement the closed

facilities and the new entrepreneurship.

More information: https://www.irmc.es/Bolsa_Trabajo/centrales_termicas-ides-idweb.asp

4. Aids

Just Transition Strategic Plan VI
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❑ JOB POOL OF THE INSTITUTE OF JUST TRANSITION

JOB POOL Coal Mining

To accomplish the point 6.1.4. of the Agreement for the Just Transition and Sustainable Development of the Mining Regions 2019-
2027 and those stated on the Royal Decree-Law 25/2018, of December 21th, on its additional disposal, the employees that cannot access
to social helps in old age, once they pact their indemnity in concordance with this agreement and reset which is referred to as “counter to
zero”, they will have the choice to voluntary enroll in a job pool that will be managed by the IRMC.

This job pool will facilitate the access to training courses and guidance to new job opportunities mainly related to the Just Transition
Plan, whose may objective is that, during the mentioned “counter to zero” period, they get a job.

This job pool could be voluntary accessed by exceeding employees of the coal industry who are not receiving social helps funded by the
social helps for advance age workers, included those of the external companies connected with the coal mines. This job pool will ease the
access to training course and guidance that boost their incorporation to the employment market. This activity will be coordinated and
programed on the framework of the competencies on matter of professional education for the employment relaying on the regional
governments.

More information: https://www.irmc.es/Bolsa_Trabajo/mineria_carbon-ides-idweb.asp

4. Aids

Just Transition Strategic Plan VII

https://www.irmc.es/Bolsa_Trabajo/mineria_carbon-ides-idweb.asp
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❑ AGREEMENTS FOR THE JUST TRANSITION

The agreements have the prior objectives of the maintenance and creation of activity and employment on the region by
means of the support to sectors and vulnerable groups, as well as the target of population of rural territories or in areas with
facilities under closure and the promotion of a diversity and specialization in concordance with the social and economic context.

These agreements will take into account the need to improve the employability and working conditions of women and
groups with problems to access to the labor market, as long-term unemployed, people with disabilities or people at risk of
exclusion.

The agreements seek to take advantage of the endogen resources of the territories, being either economic, social, or
environmental, which will attract to exogen investment, when needed, focusing primarily on those with better results in term of
sustainability.

Likewise, these agreements promote the participation of companies, organizations of the business sectors, syndicate
associations, universities, schools, environmental associations and non-profit institutions, development agencies, local
action groups and other interested or affected entities. The number and diversity of the involved parts depend on the social
contexts of the territories and on the area of the projects to support, while their methodology is participative and inclusive in all
their stages: elaboration, assessment and evaluation.

4. Aids

Just Transition Strategic Plan VIII
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❑ SUMMARY OF THE ENISA FINANCING LINE– PARTICIPATING LOANS

Participating loan ENISA BUSINESS GROWTH FACILITY (PYME) 
ENISA TECHNOLOGY-BASED 

BUSINESS FACILITY (EBT)
ENISA YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS FACILITY

Endowment 57,5 M€ 20,5 M€ 20,5 M€

Support Between 25.000 € and 1.500.000 € Between 25.000€ and 1.500.000 € Between 25.000€ and 75.000 €

Features

• Expiration: a maximum of 9 years. 

• Main deferral: a maximum of 7 years

• Interest rate: First tranche: Euribor + 3,75 % / 

Second tranche: Variable Interest

• Expiration: a maximum of 7 years. 

• Main deferral: a maximum of 5 years

• Interest rate: First tranche: Euribor + 

3.75 % / Second tranche: Variable 

interest

• Expiration: a maximum of 7 years. 

• Main deferral: a maximum of 5 years

• Interest rate: First tranche: Euribor + 3.75 

% / Second tranche: Variable interest

Recipients Small and medium-sized enterprises Technology-based enterprises
Business projects promoted by young 

entrepreneurs

Presentation Period All year round

Access https://portaldelcliente.enisa.es

Summary of ENISA Financing Line

4. Aids

https://portaldelcliente.enisa.es/
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❑ ENISA Business Growth Financing Lines

• OBJECTIVE: Financing lines aimed at promoting business project implementation by small and medium-sized enterprises.

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: All year round

• RECIPIENTS: Entrepreneurs and SMEs

• SECTORS: Any sector of activity except real estate and finance

• ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: Innovative and novel business models, or those with clear competitive advantages.

• REQUIREMENTS: The enterprise must be an SME, have its own legal status, have the registered office in the national territory. There must be a

forecast regarding the co-financing of the funding requirements associated with the business project, a balanced financial structure, the

company’s own funds must be at least equivalent to the loan amount (except for the Young Entrepreneurs financing facility, for which it must be

at least 50%), and the last financial year’s accounts must be deposited in the Public Register.

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: Generally for initial-stage business projects, business expansion or competitive improvement.

• BUDGET: 57.5 M € (Year 2020)

• MORE INFORMATION: https://portaldelcliente.enisa.es

ENISA Financing Line

4. Aids

https://portaldelcliente.enisa.es/
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❑ ENISA Technology-based Enterprises (EBT) Financing Lines

• OBJECTIVE: This facility finances projects that result in technological advancement that lead to new products, processes, or services.

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: All year round

• RECIPIENTS: Technology-based enterprises

• SECTORS: Any sector engaging in technology-based activity, excluding real estate and finance.

• ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: Business projects promoted by technology-based enterprises.

• REQUIREMENTS: The enterprise must be an SME, have its own legal status, have the registered office in the national territory. There must be a forecast

regarding the co-financing of the funding requirements associated with the business project, a balanced financial structure, the company’s own funds must

be at least equivalent to the loan amount (except for the Young Entrepreneurs financing facility, which must be at least 50%), and the last financial year’s

accounts must be deposited in the Public Register.

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: Scientific research and technological development projects in Spain; a concrete technologically-based project aimed at consolidating

and improving the enterprise’s competitiveness.

• BUDGET: 20.5 M/€ (Year 2020)

• MORE INFORMATION: https://portaldelcliente.enisa.es

ENISA Technology-based Enterprises (EBT) Financing Lines

4. Aids

https://portaldelcliente.enisa.es/
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❑ ENISA Young Entrepreneurs Financing Line

• OBJECTIVE: To provide the necessary financial resources to newly established SMEs (and start-ups) created by young people, addressing the

investments required by the business project in its initial phase

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: All year round.

• RECIPIENTS: Young entrepreneurs under the age of 40 with innovative entrepreneurship projects

• SECTORS: Any sector of activity excluding real estate and finance

• ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: An innovative, novel business model with clear competitive advantages

• REQUIREMENTS: To be an SME with its own legal status. The enterprise must have been formed no more than 24 months prior to applying; the

main activity and registered office must be in the national territory; the business model must be innovative, novel or with clear competitive

advantages; the previous year’s accounts must be deposited in the Commercial Register or in another public register where applicable.

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: Newly established SMEs (and start-ups) created by young people, addressing the investments required by the business

project in its initial phase

• BUDGET: 20.5 M/€ (Year 2020)

• MORE INFORMATION: https://portaldelcliente.enisa.es

ENISA Young Entrepreneurs Financing Line

4. Aids

https://portaldelcliente.enisa.es/
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❑ CERSA Spanish Counter-guarantee Company (Constitution of Guarantees)

System Added Value:

Constitution of Guarantees

Advantages for SMEs Advantages for credit institutions Advantages for the Administration

Access to credit for viable projects.
Reduced exposure to customer risk and 

improved credit quality.

Efficient channeling of public resources to 

the SME: the multiplier effect.

Lower cost of financing

Reduced capital consumption: guarantee 

rated by the Spain Bank as having no 

appreciable risk.

Leverage on the resources, the experience and 

capillary network of the SGR*

Longer funding period

Quality and liquidity of the guarantee: total 

arrearage and write-off coverage on paying

the first requirement before the operation is

unpaid for 90 days, no need to provision the 

operations guaranteed by the SGR*.

Proven macroeconomic/microeconomic effect 

on beneficiary enterprises.

Flexibility: adapted to all types of SMEs and 

financing requirements (working capital, 

investment, technical guarantees...).

Tracking arrearage and 

recoupment/recoveries managed by SGR*.

Effective business promotion instrument, with 

special attention to SMEs and entrepreneurs 

from all sectors.

Lower demand for guarantees to be provided 

by the enterprise.

Capital return on the guaranteed 

transactions.
Promotion of public-private collaboration.

Financial support and advice to the SME.

Consideration of the qualitative aspects of 

credit quality.

Reciprocal Guarantee Companies (SGR)  

4. Aids
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❑ CERSA Spanish Counter-guarantee Company (Constitution of Guarantees)

The Reciprocal Guarantee Societies established in the Autonomous Community of Andalusia is the SGR Guarantee.

• OBJECTIVE: The mission is to support SMEs and self-employed people who have robust and viable projects but difficulty in accessing finance.

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: No term set

• RECIPIENTS: All legal types

• SECTORS: All sectors

• ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: Business Growth, Innovation and Internationalization

• REQUIREMENTS: Enterprises, self-employed and entrepreneurs who develop a commercial activity and are generally in any activity sector.

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: All

• BUDGET: 10,000 SMEs are guaranteed for over 1.25 billion euros; the Guarantee Facility for the self-employed and SMEs affected by COVID-19

has been reinforced by 60 M€

• MORE INFORMATION: http://www.cersa-sme.es/garantias-y-avales/ | https://www.conavalsi.com/ | https://www.sgrgarantia-online.es/ |

Plaza Virgen del Mar, 9 -1º | ALMERIA | 950 23 93 44 | almeria@sgrgarantia.es

Constitution of Guarantees II

4. Aids

http://www.cersa-sme.es/garantias-y-avales/
https://www.conavalsi.com/
https://www.sgrgarantia-online.es/
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Constitution of Guarantees III

4. Aids
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❑ THE IDAE PROGRAM OF SUBSIDIES FOR ENERGY-EFFICIENCY OPERATIONS IN SMES AND LARGE ENTERPRISES IN 
THE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

IDAE Program I

ITEM Objective

Primary Energy Consumption Trend 25%

Renewable energy contribution to the final gross energy consumption 25%

Self-consumption of electricity generated with renewable sources 5%

Decarbonization of energy consumption with respect to the 2007 value 30%

Improvement in the energy supply quality 15%

4. Aids
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❑ IDAE PROGRAM OF SUBSIDIES FOR ENERGY-EFFICIENCY OPERATIONS IN SMES AND LARGE ENTERPRISES IN THE
INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

• OBJECTIVE: Boosting energy efficiency and renewable energy operations and projects

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: Up to 31 December 2020

• RECIPIENTS: Activity covered in groups 07 to 33 of the 2009 CNAE (National Classification of Economic Activity), except group 19

• SECTORS: Activity covered in groups 07 to 33 of the 2009 CNAE (except 19)

• ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: Preparation of technical projects, execution of civil works (maximum 20% of eligible investment) and assembly of facilities, equipment,
materials and auxiliary facilities, Transportation, technical assistance and other costs that are demonstrated as directly linked to the execution of the Project.

• REQUIREMENTS: Eligible investment equal to or greater than 75,000 € (team actions) or 30,000 € (implementation actions of energy-management systems) and
not more than 50 M€. The maximum economic-energy ratio will be 14,379 or 14,501 € (eligible investment)/tep (final energy saving), depending on the
improvement actions or energy management systems, respectively.

• BUDGET: 307 M €

• MORE INFORMATION: https://www.idae.es/ayudas-y-financiacion/ | https://www.agenciaandaluzadelaenergia.es/es

IDAE Program II

4. Aids

https://www.idae.es/ayudas-y-financiacion/
https://www.agenciaandaluzadelaenergia.es/es
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❑ CDTI EXPANSION AND FINANCING LINE SUMMARY

Participating loan INNOVATION DIRECT LINE (LIC) EXPANSION DIRECT LINE (LIC A) 

Type of subsidy Partially refundable subsidy Partially refundable subsidy

Allowances Up to 85% of the eligible budget Up to 75% of the eligible budget

Features

• Fixed interest: One-year Euribor +0.2% for 

amortization at 3 years.

• Fixed interest: One-year Euribor +1.2% for 

amortization at 5 years.

Return: 7 years, with one year of grace from the completion 

of the project

Eligible concepts

Acquisition of new fixed assets, costs for personnel, 

materials and consumables, external collaborations, 

general overheads, auditing costs

Acquisition of new fixed assets that involve an innovation 

and improvement to the company's capabilities; tangible 

assets comprising installations, machinery and equipment, 

and intangible assets such as patents, licenses, and 

intellectual or industrial property rights

Requirements

• Technological innovation projects

• Minimum project budget 175,000€

• Duration: 18 months

• Minimum project budget 175,000 € and maximum of 30 

million €.

• Duration: between 6 and 18 months

Time All year round All year round

MORE INFORMATION

http://www.cdti.es/index.asp?MP=4&MS=0&MN=1&text

obuscado=L%EDnea+Banca&tipo=1&TR=A&IDR=38&ti

poO=Contenido&id=623&xtmc=Linea_Banca&xtcr=1

https://www.cdti.es/index.asp?MP=100&MS=878&MN=2

Summary of the CDTI Financing Line

4. Aids

http://www.cdti.es/index.asp?MP=4&MS=0&MN=1&textobuscado=L%EDnea+Banca&tipo=1&TR=A&IDR=38&tipoO=Contenido&id=623&xtmc=Linea_Banca&xtcr=1
https://www.cdti.es/index.asp?MP=100&MS=878&MN=2
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❑ CDTI INNOVATION DIRECT FINANCING LINE (LIC)

• OBJECTIVE: To support applied projects that are very close to the market, with medium/low technological risk and short investment recovery periods; projects
that improve the competitiveness of the business by incorporating emerging technologies into the sector

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: All year round

• RECIPIENTS: All enterprises

• SECTORS: -

• ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: Those that actively incorporate and adapt emerging technologies into the business, as well as processes that adapt and improve
technologies in new markets, The application of industrial design and product and process engineering to improve them and the application of a new or
significantly improved production or supply method, including significant changes in techniques, equipment and/or software.

• REQUIREMENTS: Large companies can not be beneficiaries if they are not in a situation comparable to a B- credit rating at least

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: Acquisition of new assets, costs for personnel, materials and consumables, external collaborations, general expenses, and auditing costs.

• BUDGET: A minimum of 175,000 € (Duration: 6 - 18 months

• MORE INFORMATION:

• http://www.cdti.es/index.asp?MP=4&MS=0&MN=1&textobuscado=L%EDnea+Banca&tipo=1&TR=A&IDR=38&tipoO=Contenido&id=623&xtmc=Linea_Banc
a&xtcr=1

Innovation Direct Financing Line

4. Aids

http://www.cdti.es/index.asp?MP=4&MS=0&MN=1&textobuscado=L%EDnea+Banca&tipo=1&TR=A&IDR=38&tipoO=Contenido&id=623&xtmc=Linea_Banca&xtcr=1
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❑ EXPANSION DIRECT FINANCING LINE (LIC A) CDTI

• OBJECTIVE: To enhance innovation in certain Spanish regions, improving the capacities of enterprises proposing investment plans that facilitate their growth.
Specifically: initial investment and initial investment support for a new economic activity to boost the growth of innovative enterprises .

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: All year round

• SECTORS: All productive activities eligible for assistance, except those excluded according to current regulations (see fact sheet)

• ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: Projects belonging to the sectors referred to above may be helped.

• REQUIREMENTS: Investments should be maintained in the beneficiary area for at least five years for large enterprises and three years for SMEs.

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: Acquisition of new fixed assets that involve innovating and improving the company's capabilities; tangible assets consisting of
installations, machinery and equipment, and intangible assets such as patents, licenses, and intellectual property rights

• BUDGET: A project minimum of 175,000 € and a maximum of 30 M€ (Duration: 6 - 18 months

• MORE INFORMATION: https://www.cdti.es/index.asp?MP=100&MS=878&MN=2

Expansion Direct Financing Line

4. Aids

https://www.cdti.es/index.asp?MP=100&MS=878&MN=2
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REINDUS I

REINDUS AID COLLABORATION CHALLENGES
CLOSURE OF COAL-FIRED POWER PLANTS

REGIONAL ECONOMIC INCENTIVES

OBJECTIVES

Granting financial support to business 

investment aimed at industrial

development

Support for experimental development 

projects where there is cooperation 

between companies and research agencies

Encouraging alternative economic 

development for affected municipal areas

Encouraging business activity in previously 

determined areas and alleviating inter-

territorial inequality.

PRESENTATION PERIOD New call pending 31 December 2020

RECIPIENTS

Enterprises that develop, or will develop, 

industrial activity in a range of

of sectors
Public research bodies in general

Municipalities that are affected by the closure 

of a coal-fired power plant and related entities Small, medium and large enterprise

SECTORS
Sectors included in the following sections 

and divisions of CNAE 2009
New Technology, Products and Services in 

general
Coal-fired Power Plants

Business sector (advanced technology 

processing industry)

ELIGIBLE PROJECTS

Those creating, moving, improving, or 
setting up industrial establishments. 

Implementation

“Connected 4.0."

New technologies in the business sector, 

both in the field of goods and services.
Transversal projects of local entities

Projects creating new establishments, 
expansion and

modernization projects

REQUIREMENTS Private financing for at least 25% of the 

investment

A minimum of two participants and the aid-

requesting coordinator will always be a 

company.

Justification of the processing and projects 

implemented in 24 months

Maximum percentage of the approved 

investment, self-financing (25%) and 

feasibility (economic, financial...)

ELIGIBLE  CONCEPTS
Civil Works, Construction, Production 

Equipment and Devices, Production Process 

Engineering.

Personnel, Appliances and Equipment, 
Expendable Material & Consumables, 

Auditing of

Accounts, Outsourcing, Other Direct Costs, 

Other Indirect Costs

Civil Works, Construction, Production 
Appliances and Equipment, Engineering, 

Technical Projects,

Facultative Management, Financial Expenses,

Acquisition of equipment and materials, and 

assembly of facilities

Civil works, equipment, prior project studies, 

intangible assets and other exceptional 

items.

BUDGET (€) Min. 100,000 260 M/€ Municipalities that are affected by the closure 

of a coal-fired power plant and related entities
Min. 900,000

MORE INFORMATION Link Link Link Link

4. Aids

https://www.mincotur.gob.es/PortalAyudas/RCI/Paginas/Index.aspx
https://www.ciencia.gob.es/portal/site/MICINN/menuitem.d20caeda35a0c5dc7c68b11001432ea0/?vgnextoid=b24e067c468a4610VgnVCM1000001d04140aRCRD
https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/ministerio/servicios/ayudas-subvenciones/default.aspx.
https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/transformacioneconomicaindustriaconocimientoyuniversidades/areas/industria/promocion-industrial.html
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❑ SUBSIDIES FOR RE-INDUSTRIALIZATION AND INDUSTRIAL COMPETITIVENESS PROGRAMS (REINDUS AID)

REINDUS II

Summary

1. Industrial Asset Acquisition 

Type of projects
2. Creation and transfer of industrial establishments

3. Improvement of production lines

4. Incorporation of Technologies | Connected Industry 4.0

5.
Budget: 400 M/€ of aid as loans with interest of 1.647% over 10 years (3 years of 

grace)
Aid

6. Inducement of 560 M/€ in industrial investment

Expected Impact
7. The creation of 1,000 direct jobs

8.
Boosting decentralized management through the participation of the Autonomic 

Regions and MINCOTUR on the Assessment Commission Management

9. Monitoring and control of actions by MINCOTUR

4. Aids
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❑ SUBSIDIES FOR RE-INDUSTRIALIZATION AND INDUSTRIAL COMPETITIVENESS PROGRAMS (REINDUS AID)

• OBJECTIVE: Granting financial support to business investment aimed at industrial development

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: Pending the opening of the 2021 call (second semester)

• RECIPIENTS: Enterprises that develop, or will develop, industrial activity in a number of sectors

• SECTORS: Investment projects shall belong to the sectors included in the following sections and divisions of the 2009 CNAE: Section C-Divisions 10 to 32 and
Section 38.3x (if available at the time of applying for waste management authorization, and the project to be carried out is classified as being part of
valorization operations: R2, R3, R4 , R5 (excluding ground cleaning), R6, R7, R8, R9, R11).

• ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: Creation of industrial establishments; Transfer of industrial establishments; Improvements and/or modifications of production lines;
Productive implementation of "Connected Industry 4.0." technologies

• REQUIREMENTS: Private financing of at least 25% of the investment, productive implementation of "Connected Industry 4.0." technologies

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: Civil Works, Construction, Production Appliances and Equipment, Production Process Engineering

• BUDGET: Minimum of 100,000 €.

• MORE INFORMATION: https://www.mincotur.gob.es/PortalAyudas/RCI/Paginas/Index.aspx

REINDUS III

4. Aids

https://www.mincotur.gob.es/PortalAyudas/RCI/Paginas/Index.aspx
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❑ R&D&I PROJECTS «COLLABORATIVE CHALLENGES»

• OBJECTIVES: Supporting experimental development projects, on a competitive tendering basis, in cooperation with companies and research bodies;
promoting the development of new technologies; the business application of new ideas and techniques, and contributing to creating new products and
services

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: Pending opening of the next call

• RECIPIENTS: Public research bodies, Public and private universities, Health research institutes, Other public R&D&i centers, State-level technology centers and
state-level technology innovation support centers, Businesses, Sectoral business associations

• SECTORS: New Technologies, Products and Services in general

• ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: All those related to the application of new technologies to the business sector, both in the field of goods and services.

• REQUIREMENTS: At a minimum, there must be two participants: a research body (public or private) and a business. In addition, the aid-requesting coordinator
will always be a business.

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: Personnel (for companies, their own personnel), Appliances and equipment (for companies, amortization costs only), Expendable
materials and consumables, Account Audit, Outsourcing, Other Direct Costs (Patents, Consulting Expenses, Contracts and Technical Assistance, Travel), Indirect
costs may also be supported.

• BUDGET: 260 M€

• MORE INFORMATION: 
https://www.ciencia.gob.es/portal/site/MICINN/menuitem.d20caeda35a0c5dc7c68b11001432ea0/?vgnextoid=b24e067c468a4610VgnVCM1000001d04140aRC
RD

Projects of Collaborative Challenges

4. Aids

https://www.ciencia.gob.es/portal/site/MICINN/menuitem.d20caeda35a0c5dc7c68b11001432ea0/?vgnextoid=b24e067c468a4610VgnVCM1000001d04140aRCRD
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❑ AIDS TO LOCAL ENTITY PROJECTS AFFECTED BY A COAL-FIRED POWER PLANT CLOSURE

Aid to local entity projects affected by coal-fired power plant closure, on a public tendering basis.

• OBJECTIVE: To encourage alternative economic development of municipalities that may be affected by the processes of coal-fired power
plant closures

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: Pending new call

• RECIPIENTS: Municipalities that are affected by the closure of a coal-fired power plant and the following entities, provided that they
participate in the project in conjunction with these municipalities and comply with certain requirements:

• Areas, or other entities, that bring together several municipalities that experience recognized economic impact and are territorially linked.

• Grouping of municipalities.

• Provincial Councils and Uniprovincial Autonomous Communities

• The Island Councils.

• Consortiums with their own legal personality created by a local, regional or state administration, or entities that are members of the
institutional public sector of the aforementioned administrations, provided that one of the members of the consortium is one of the
municipalities concerned.

• Groups of natural or legal persons, public or private, provided that one of the members of the group is one of the municipalities concerned.

Aid to Entities affected by Power Plant Closure I

4. Aids
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❑ AIDS TO LOCAL ENTITY PROJECTS AFFECTED BY A COAL-FIRED POWER PLANT CLOSURE

• SECTOR: Coal-fired Power Plants.

• ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: Aid is intended to finance transversal projects of local entities, with the aim of creating sustainable employment,
incentivizing business implementation and momentum in the various economic sectors, as well as training, investment, modernization
and technological innovation, having a tractor effect on all the actors involved in the municipal areas concerned.

• REQUIREMENTS: After 6 months of the application being decided, it will be necessary to demonstrate the start of the contracting
process; after a year, it will be necessary to show that this contracting has been formalized, and within 6 months of showing the
contracts have been formalized, it will be necessary to show that 10% has been realized. Lastly, the projects will have to be
implemented within 24 months of the decision’s notification (prior to that, the start of processing will have been shown at 6 months).

• These above requirements may vary in future calls.

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: Civil works, Construction, Production appliances and equipment, Production process engineering, technical
projects, facultative management and execution of civil works, financial expenses, acquisition of equipment and materials, and
assembly of facilities, among others.

• BUDGET: Pending the next call

• MORE INFORMATION: https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/ministerio/servicios/ayudas-subvenciones/default.aspx.

Aid to Entities affected by Power Plant Closure II

4. Aids

https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/ministerio/servicios/ayudas-subvenciones/default.aspx.
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❑ REGIONAL ECONOMIC INCENTIVES - MINISTRY OF FINANCE

• OBJECTIVE: Financial aid to promote business activity, orienting its location to previously determined areas, and alleviating inter-territorial inequalities

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: Up to 31 December 2020

• RECIPIENTS: Small, medium and large enterprise

• SECTORS: The business sector, the processing industry in general, and particularly those enterprises implementing advanced technology; industry support
services and those that significantly improve commercial structures; tourist accommodation and complementary leisure facilities

• ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: Projects creating new establishments; expansion and modernization projects

• REQUIREMENTS: The maximum approved investment rate of 25% for large enterprises, 35% for medium-sized enterprises and 45% for small enterprises may
not be exceeded. In the case of projects with an approved investment of more than 50 million euros, this maximum percentage shall be fixed in accordance
with that established for large investment projects in the Guidelines on State Aid for Regional Purposes for 2014-2020. The projects must be technically,
economically and financially viable. Self-financing of at least 25% of the approved investment, the investment not having been initiated before applying for the
Regional Incentives.

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: Civil works, equipment, previous project studies, intangible assets, and other exceptional concepts

• BUDGET: The minimum dimension of the project will be 900 mill euros in approved investment.

• MORE INFORMATION: 
https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/transformacioneconomicaindustriaconocimientoyuniversidades/areas/industria/promocion-industrial.html

Economic Incentives

4. Aids

https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/transformacioneconomicaindustriaconocimientoyuniversidades/areas/industria/promocion-industrial.html
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Regional Government Grant Program I

REGIONAL GOVERNMENT GRANT PROGRAM DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION SUBSIDIES

OBJECTIVES
To increase company competitiveness through improved processes and the creation of 

technologically advanced products and services

Defraying some of the costs of hiring advanced services for the digital 
transformation of SMEs and to incorporate technological

solution

PRESENTATION PERIOD Specified in each program call 15 December 2020

RECIPIENTS
Companies and self-employed workers operating in Andalusia who develop projects 

related to research, development or innovation
SMEs in the sector

SECTORS
Sectors of activity that develop R&D&i projects included in each call and those aligned 

with the priorities of the Innovation Strategy of Andalusia 2020-RIS3.
Industrial and Technological

ELIGIBLE PROJECTS

Industrial Research, Experimental Development, Innovation projects in

Processes or Organizations, International R&D&i, International Launching

of Innovative, Collaborative, Singular and Strategic Enterprises, the Creation of Joint 

Innovation and Advisory Units.

E-commerce services, Digital Marketing Services, Business Process Digitization 

Services, Trusted Digital Services.

REQUIREMENTS

Technically, economically and financially viable projects. carried out in the Autonomous 
Community of Andalusia. Not initiated before the presentation of the

request and complying with the incentive effect

According to Article 4 of the Order of Regulatory Guidelines, and in accordance 
with the provisions of the single article, Two, of the Order of 18 March 2020, 

amending that

of 5 June 2017

ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS -

Costs of Consulting Services, Computer Equipment or Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT) Infrastructure, Software Licensing, Cloud Service 

Costs

BUDGET (€) According to the call Min. 6,000 | Max. 75,000 €

MORE INFORMATION Link Link

4. Aids

https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/transformacioneconomicaindustriaconocimientoyuniversidades/idea/areas/subvenciones-ayudas-financiacion/investigacion-desarrollo-innovacion.html
https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/transformacioneconomicaindustriaconocimientoyuniversidades/servicios/procedimientos/detalle/10791/como-solicitar.html
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❑ GRANT PROGRAM TO PROMOTE INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT AND BUSINESS
INNOVATION IN ANDALUSIA

• OBJECTIVE: Increasing the competitiveness of enterprises through the generation and incorporation of knowledge, technologies and innovations aimed at improving
processes and creating technologically advanced and higher value-added products and services

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: Specified in each program call

• RECIPIENTS: Businesses and self-employed workers operating in Andalusia who develop projects related to research, development, or innovation meeting the
beneficiary requirements. In addition, certain types of projects, associations and business groups, foundations, universities, public research bodies, technology centers,
innovation and technology centers, and other public R&D centers may be beneficiaries.

• SECTORS: Small, medium, and large enterprises, of all activity sectors that develop R&D&i projects included in each call and that are aligned with the priorities of the
Innovation Strategy for Andalusia 2020-RIS3.

• ELIIGIBLE PROJECTS: Industrial Research Projects, Experimental Development Projects, Process or Organization Innovation Projects, International R&D&i Projects,
Advice on the presentation of R&D&i projects to international calls, International Innovative Enterprise Launch Projects, Collaborative Projects, Singular and Strategic
Projects, and the Creation of Joint Innovation Units.

• REQUIREMENTS: Technically, economically, and financially viable projects carried out in the Autonomous Community of Andalusia; Projects not initiated prior to filing
out the application, and that comply with the incentive effect; Projects meeting the criteria for selecting operations approved by the Monitoring Committee of the
ERDF- Andalusia Operational Programme 2014-2020 and that comply with the approved eligibility rules

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: -

• BUDGET: According to the call

• MORE INFORMATION: https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/transformacioneconomicaindustriaconocimientoyuniversidades/idea/areas/subvenciones-
ayudas-financiacion/investigacion-desarrollo-innovacion.html

Regional Government (Junta) Grant Program II

4. Aids

https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/transformacioneconomicaindustriaconocimientoyuniversidades/idea/areas/subvenciones-ayudas-financiacion/investigacion-desarrollo-innovacion.html
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❑ SME DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION GRANTS

• OBJECTIVES: To cover some of the costs arising from the contracting of advanced services for the digital transformation of SMEs and the incorporation of
technological solutions that contribute to improving their competitiveness and productivity

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: Up to 15 December 2020

• RECIPIENTS: SMEs in the sector

• SECTORS: Industrial and technological

• ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: E-commerce services, Digital Marketing Services, Business Process Digitization Services, Trusted Digital Services.

• REQUIREMENTS: Article 4 of the Order of Regulatory Principles, in accordance with The Single Article, Two, of the Order of 18 March 2020 amending that of 5
June 2017, approving the regulatory principals for granting subsidies under non-competitive tender to enterprises promoting industrial development,
improved competitiveness, digital transformation and job creation in Andalusia during the period 2017-2020

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: Costs for consulting services, Computer equipment or information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure, Software licenses
(except for operating systems or office applications), and Cloud service costs, provided that these are not recurring or periodic expenses. The costs of the
enterprise’s own personnel as well as service actions or consultancies for routine work or maintenance will not be eligible.

• BUDGET: Projects must have a minimum budget of 6,000 € and the grant may reach 50% of the project budget, up to a maximum of 75,000€.

• MORE INFORMATION:

• https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/transformacioneconomicaindustriaconocimientoyuniversidades/servicios/procedimientos/detalle/10791/como-
solicitar.html

Digital transformation grants

4. Aids

https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/transformacioneconomicaindustriaconocimientoyuniversidades/servicios/procedimientos/detalle/10791/como-solicitar.html
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❑ Andalusian Energy Agency

The Andalusian Energy Agency is a public business agency created under Law 4/2003, of 23 September. The agency is currently attached
to the Ministry of the Presidency, Public and Interior Administration and the Tax and European Financing Department of the Junta de
Andalucía (Andalusian Regional Government). Its main objective is to contribute to Andalusia becoming a reference region in the energy
sector, both at the national and community level, promoting a new energy culture among people, businesses and administrations,
extending knowledge regarding energy savings, energy efficiency and renewable sources, and popularizing the efficient use of energy.

• OBJECTIVES:

• Renewable Resources: Promoting the use of indigenous renewable resources, energy savings, efficiency actions and the

managing of demand, as measures for increasing energy self-sufficiency, economic development, and environmental protection

in Andalusia

• The New Energy Culture: Promoting and disseminating the principles of a new energy culture based on responsible and

sustainable energy use, developing programs and initiatives to promote savings, energy efficiency and the use of renewable

resources

• Energy Planning: Contributing to balanced territorial management and economic growth, through technical support for energy

planning that ensures a safe, stable, diversified, efficient and high-quality supply to all Andalusian citizens

• Specialized Business Fabric: Promoting a specialized and competitive business fabric employing efficient, clean and innovative

energy technologies, supporting projects of interest for the transformation of the Andalusian energy system.

Andalusian Energy Agency I

4. Aids
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❑ Andalusian Energy Agency

FUNCTIONS

• To improve the quality of energy services in the Autonomous 

Community

• To collaborate in extending and developing energy 

generation, transport and distribution infrastructures

• To achieve maximum efficiency in energy applications

• To deepen the Community's self-sufficiency through 

diversification of sources

• To promote the application of technological innovation, as well 

as to enhance R&D in the Autonomous Community’s energy 

sector

• To encourage renewable energy use

• To contribute to developing less polluting energy, as well as to 

limit pollutant emissions into the atmosphere

• To promote and stimulate energy savings and rational energy 

use, and especially to avoid energy losses in homes and public 

and private facilities

• To enhance cogeneration

• To collaborate with public and private institutions in 

implementing activities that improve the energy system.

Andalusian Energy Agency II

• To contribute to decreasing pollution and environmental 

impacts caused by the current energy system

• To promote energy efficiency in transport within the 

Autonomous Community

• To encourage and collaborate in developing devices that use 

energy more efficiently

• To promote and contribute to adequate education among the 

population regarding energy use and energy consumption

• To contribute to the territorially balanced extension of production 

and energy supplies, especially promoting the electrification of 

isolated rural areas

• To propose the actions deemed necessary to the relevant body 

within the department overseeing energy

• To manage the aid lines entrusted to it by the Department 

overseeing energy, in accordance with the provisions of article 

106 of Law 5/1983, of 19 July, General of the Public Treasury of the 

Autonomous Community of Andalusia

• To give grants from its agreed budget.

MORE INFORMATION: https://www.agenciaandaluzadelaenergia.es/es/financiacion/incentivos-2017-2020

4. Aids

https://www.agenciaandaluzadelaenergia.es/es/financiacion/incentivos-2017-2020
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❑ Andalusian Energy Agency

• Sustainable Energy Development Program

. As the managing body for the ERDF (FEDER) Operational Program, the Andalusian Energy Agency makes the Incentive Program for

Sustainable Energy Development in Andalusia 2020 ("Andalusia is more") available to Andalusian citizens, following dialogue and work

with employers, trade unions, representatives of the energy sector and citizens, to adapt this program to the needs of the Andalusian

society, in terms of energy improvement and sustainable development.

It has 3 incentive lines and a total of 76 measures at its disposal, through which energy improvement actions will be financed in

households, SMEs and public administrations, thus reducing their energy demand and using energy in the smartest and most

appropriate way possible.

• SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION incentive line (call open since 15 May 2017)

• SUSTAINABLE SME incentive Line (call open since 30 June 2017)

• SMART NETWORKS incentive line (call open since 25 September 2017)

• MORE INFORMATION: https://www.agenciaandaluzadelaenergia.es/es/financiacion/incentivos-2017-2020/programa-para-el-
desarrollo-energetico-sostenible-de-andalucia

Andalusian Energy Agency III

4. Aids

https://www.agenciaandaluzadelaenergia.es/es/financiacion/incentivos-2017-2020/programa-para-el-desarrollo-energetico-sostenible-de-andalucia
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❑ Andalusian Energy Agency

Andalusian Energy Agency IV

SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION Incentive line SUSTAINABLE SME Incentive Line SMART NETWORKS incentive line

Who can 

benefit?

− Individuals and their groups

− Private legal entities, for profit and non-profit. - Groups 
of legal persons, joint ownership or any type of 
economic unit or separate assets without legal 
personality.

− Local territorial entities and local public-sector entities.

− Public business agencies.

− Natural persons engaged in economic 
activity.

− Private legal entities for profit. - Groups of 
natural and legal persons, joint ownership or 
any other type of economic unit or separate 
assets without legal personality.

− Non-profit organisations.

− Individuals.

− Private for-profit legal entities. - Groups of 
natural and legal persons, joint ownership or any 
other type of economic unit or separate assets 
without legal personality.

− Local territorial entities and local public-sector 

entities.

What is 

incentivized

?

− Improvement work for reducing energy demand, 
energy-efficient installations in buildings and 
infrastructures in cities.

− Intelligent processes or solutions for the energy-

management assessment of buildings and cities. -

Energy improvement actions in buildings and facilities 

linked to energy services.

− Highlights include bioenergy, concentrated 
solar energy, photovoltaic solar energy, 
geothermal energy and decentralized 
renewable energy management

− For transport; as a leading sector in 

emitting pollutants into the atmosphere, 

incentives are established for implementing 

energy-management systems

Smart Network support includes 16 measures to 

support green investments: electric-vehicle recharging 

infrastructure for citizens, businesses and local 

councils; the development of electrical infrastructures 

from the new smart networks, called “Smart Grids”, 

and measures necessary for improving energy-supply 

quality and integrating renewable energy

What 
percentage

of incentives 

will be 

available?

− Incentives range from 20% to 70%

− Municipalities of less than 20,000 inhabitants: between 

60% and 85%

− Social housing: up to 85%

-

− Incentives range from 20% to 60%.

− Municipalities of less than 20,000 inhabitants: up 

to 80%

More

Information

LINK LINK LINK

4. Aids

https://www.agenciaandaluzadelaenergia.es/es/financiacion/incentivos-2017-2020/programa-para-el-desarrollo-energetico-sostenible-de-andalucia/construccion-sostenible
https://www.agenciaandaluzadelaenergia.es/es/financiacion/incentivos-2017-2020/programa-para-el-desarrollo-energetico-sostenible-de-andalucia/pyme-sostenible
https://www.agenciaandaluzadelaenergia.es/es/redes-inteligentes-0
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The University of Almeria focuses on transferring the knowledge it generates to society, annually convening the PLAN
UALtransfierE, the pillar of which is collaborative research; that is, creating opportunities for innovative knowledge exchange.

The instrumentalization of this main aim is carried out through two research transfer programs oriented at the strategic
economic and social sectors of Almería province. Specifically, Plan UALtransfierE is brought about through two initiatives, both
articulated using contracting reflected in Article 83 of Organic Law 6/2001, of 21 December, for Universities.

These are the following:

1. Innovative Actions will provide grants of 13,500 euros to implement new contracts that contribute to innovation in the

strategic economic sectors in Almeria: agri-food, tourism, energy and the environment, technology, and water resources.

2. Innovative Social Actions will offer grants of 4,200 euros to support innovation in the social sphere of our

environment.

University of Almeria – UALtransfierE Plan I

4. Aids
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University of Almeria – UALtransfierE Plan II

Innovative Actions Innovative Social Actions

Objective

R&D&i actions in local enterprises 

contributing to innovation in Almerian 

economic sectors.

Social R&D&i actions contributing to 

innovation in social entities and public bodies.

Grants (euros) 13,500 4,200

Presentation Period Waiting for a new call

Recipients Local SMEs

Sectors

Local businesses, to help them contribute 
to progress in Almerian economic sectors:

the agri-food industry, tourism, energy and 

the environment, technology, and water 

resources

Social sphere

Requirements
Applicant researchers must be doctors in service, carrying out their full-time teaching and 

research activity at UAL.

Eligible Concepts Expenditure eligibility is not specified, although criteria similar to national research projects 

are assumed.

Budget (euros) 202.500 63.000

More Information
https://www.ual.es/transfiere/ual-

transfiere-2020/acciones-innovadoras

https://www.ual.es/transfiere/ual-transfiere-

2020/acciones-sociales

4. Aids

https://www.ual.es/transfiere/ual-transfiere-2020/acciones-innovadoras
https://www.ual.es/transfiere/ual-transfiere-2020/acciones-sociales
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• OBJECTIVE: R&D&i actions in local companies contributing to innovation in Almerian economic sectors

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: Waiting for a new call

• RECIPIENTS: Local SMEs

• SECTORS: Local companies contributing to the advancement of the following Almerian economic sectors: the agri-food industry, tourism, energy and the
environment, technology, and water resources

• REQUIREMENTS: Researchers applying must be doctors in active service, carrying out their full-time teaching and research activity at UAL, with contractual or
operational ties at the time of the application deadline, and maintained during the Innovative Actions implementation period. Senior researchers must have at
least one six-year period (sexenio) awarded (CNEAI). Researchers applying may not be partners in the company (the vehicle for the actions) with which the
contract is signed. In addition, no company partner may belong to the same research group that the lead researcher of the proposal is part of. The Innovative
Actions designed should contribute to enhancing the strategic business sectors in the province of Almería, as described in the objectives of this call. Innovative
Actions must have a minimum budget of 22,500 euros, The realization period of the actions will be one year from the awarding of the grant and can only be
extended for exceptional reasons.

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: Expenditure eligibility is not specified, although criteria similar to national research projects are assumed. Costs may not be allocated
that arise from the procurement of services, or the supply of goods, of the company participating in the contract co-financing (Article 83, object of the
incentive).

• BUDGET: 202,500 euros

• MORE INFORMATION: https://www.ual.es/transfiere/ual-transfiere-2020/acciones-innovadoras

University of Almeria - UALtransfierE Plan III

4. Aids

https://www.ual.es/transfiere/ual-transfiere-2020/acciones-innovadoras
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• OBJECTIVE: Social R&D&i actions contributing to innovation in social entities and public bodies

• PRESENTATION PERIOD: Waiting for a new call

• RECIPIENTS: Local SMEs

• SECTORS: Social Area

• REQUIREMENTS: The senior researchers applying must be currently-serving doctoral researchers carrying out their teaching and research activity at UAL, with
contractual or official ties at the time of the application-filing deadline and remain so during the Innovative Social Actions execution period. Senior researchers
must have at least one six-year period (sexenio) awarded. The researchers applying may not be partners of the company with which the contract is signed to
carry out the actions. In addition, no company partner may belong to the same research group to which the principal researcher of the proposal is part. The
Innovative Social Actions designed should contribute to enhancing social sphere innovation in the province of Almería in one of the following areas: poverty
reduction, gender equality, health promotion, equal opportunities, improving well-being and social justice, creating a peaceful and non-violent culture,
environmental respect and sustainable environmental development, valuing artistic and cultural heritage, as well as environmental, energy, landscape,
agricultural and forestry sustainability, etc.. Innovative Social Actions should have a minimum budget of 7,000 euros. The realization period for the actions will
be one year from awarding the grant and may only be extended for exceptional reasons.

• ELIGIBLE CONCEPTS: Expenditure eligibility is not specified, although criteria similar to national research projects are assumed. Costs may not be allocated
that arise from the procurement of services, or the supply of goods, of the company participating in the contract co-financing (Article 83, object of the
incentive).

• BUDGET: 63,000 euros

• MORE INFORMATION: https://www.ual.es/transfiere/ual-transfiere-2020/acciones-sociales

University of Almeria - UALtransfierE Plan IV

4. Aids

https://www.ual.es/transfiere/ual-transfiere-2020/acciones-sociales
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ALMERIA PROVINCIAL COUNCIL I

One of the main objectives of Almería Provincial Council is to prevent the depopulation of provincial municipalities. In October 2018,
the Ministry of Territorial Policy and Public Service published a grant call for local entities to finance employment, self-employment
and collective entrepreneurship projects, aimed at addressing the demographic challenges in low population municipalities, under the
auspices of the European Social Fund's Youth Employment Operational Program (EMP-POEJ grants).

The overall objective of this call is to meet the demographic challenges in these provincial municipalities that have a population of less
than, or equal to, 5,000 inhabitants, or a population between 5,001 and 10,000 inhabitants, provided that the latter has had a negative
demographic balance over the last decade.

The Provincial Council, through the Employment, Economic Promotion, European Initiatives, Trade and Enterprise Delegation, has
developed three projects:

P1.- Training to undertake

P2.- Promoting self-employment

P3.- Promoting the social economy

All three projects were approved and integrated into the Global Strategy "Almería Youth Against Depopulation".

4. Aids
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ALMERIA PROVINCIAL COUNCIL II

PROMOTING SELF-EMPLOYMENT PROMOTING SOCIAL ECONOMY

OBJECTIVES
To encourage and promote self-employment projects that increase the entrepreneurship of 

young people who live or will live in the aforementioned municipalities.

To encourage and promote social economy enterprises (Cooperatives and Labour Societies) that increase 

the entrepreneurship of young people who live or will live in the aforementioned municipalities.

PRESENTATION 

PERIOD
30 September 2021

RECIPIENTS

Self-employed persons (individually or as a legal entity) who promote business self-employment 

projects and meet the following requirements as of the day before the business activity start date.

A social economy company whose legal form is as a Cooperative or Labour Society, or is incorporated as 

a new "working partner" to a already-constituted Cooperative, or as a "labour partner" to an already-

constituted Labour Society.

SECTORS All

ELIGIBLE

PROJECTS
Professional self-employment projects. Professional collective entrepreneurship projects.

REQUIREMENTS

Young people over the age of 16 and under 30

Be registered and reside in the municipality throughout the period of self-employment activity 
and during the grant’s period of validity

Show that the workplace is located in one of the 85 municipalities in the province of Almería listed 
in Annex I of this call

Be unemployed

Show a minimum of 6 months of effective professional activity in the applicable Self-Employment 

Scheme.

Young people over the age of 16 and under 30 (Once 30 years old, they may be beneficiaries of the grant 
if they start their business within 4 months, and are enrolled as beneficiaries in the National Youth 
Guarantee System before they turn 30)

Be registered and reside in one of the 85 municipalities of the province of Almería listed in Annex I

Show that the workplace is located in one of the 85 municipalities of the province of Almería listed in 
Annex I of this call

Be unemployed

Be registered on the state and autonomic finance system

Comply with the requirements of Article 2 of the General Grant Ordinance of the Almeria Provincial 

Council.

BUDGET

(€)

The amount of the grant per self-employed person shall correspond to 75% of the

Minimum Interprofessional Wage (SMI) in force for each month registered as active on the 

applicable Self-Employment Regime.

The grant amount established as a "working partner" in a Cooperative or as a

"labour partner" in an Labour Society, will correspond to 75% of the

Interprofessional minimum wage (SMI) in force for each month registered as active in the Social Security 

Regime to which it legally or statutorily corresponds.

MORE 

INFORMATION

http://www.dipalme.org/Servicios/cmsdipro/index.nsf/informacion.xsp?p=PEuropeos&

documentId=06504CC36A6A5018C125853E0035A611

http://www.dipalme.org/Servicios/cmsdipro/index.nsf/informacion.xsp?p=PEuropeos&

documentId=BA9A9D7E777214E8C1258576003A6E6F

4. Aids
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Supporting documentation for the compatibility of all funds that have been set out and detailed
throughout this document can be found below.

The following link provides access to the document "Enabling synergies between European Structural
and Investment Funds, Horizon 2020 and other research, innovation and competitiveness-related
Union programs. Guidance for policy-makers and implementing bodies".

In this guide, the compatibility of the different European funds can be analyzed, taking into account that
many of the calls that we have framed as national or regional, are implemented with European funds,
through shared management, and that they must meet these compatibility conditions.

https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/synergy/synergies_en.pdf

5. Compatibility Conditions

Compatibility Conditions among different aids

https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/synergy/synergies_en.pdf
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